COMPANY PROFILE

Company Details

Company name

:

BAKANG MORENA HOLDINGS (Pty) TLD

Registration Number

:

2012/351643/07

Physical Address

:

4413 UNIT D
Temba
Hammanskraal
Gauteng
0407

Tell

:

074 634 7490

Email

:

bakangmorena@gmail.com

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Bakang Morena Holdings was established in 2015 by a black entrepreneuer by the name Bakang Ellence Mokoena
from a small town called Hammanskraal in North of Pretoria.
With the realisation of seeing black young people suffering and struggling in finding employment.
This company was a game changer and a stepping stone for hand strugglers to hard hustlers with a better window
of opportunity.






To see improvement in the society and the community.
To provide household builders and breadwinners the in seeing their family being taken care of .
To limit and eliminate poverty and suffering.
To our customers to provide excellent and appreciated services

 To emphasize on delivering quality services at the best possible needs to our customers .
 To provide excellent , professional and efficient services to all our clients and strive for customer satisfaction
and creating employment.
 To be one of the leading companies in construction, road maintenance and services that is fast growing.
 To have a clear understanding of our clients and meets all their specifications competitive takes and to create a
corporate image of the organization and grow into a highly reputable services provider in a business sector

 As a company we are aimed at empowering disadvantage and unskilled youth to gain skill and knowledge for a
better survival.
 Handling and treating our customers with high class and exceptional services

SERVICES






Stationery
Maintenance
Cleaning
Supplier
Other Services

 As new and youth as the company is believe that we can hit and break the lowest rock on earth and shake all
things shakable.
 We believe in handwork and making the best of any thing and everything.
 We strive on reaching the must furthest industries and make our name know and pure outstanding work be
recognized.

EXPERIENCE
 This company’s employees' are highly experienced and brilliant in all their work. It employs the best
candidates for certain type of work, people with skill, matureness, respect simile, hard working,
compassionate and love for their work.

 Young and fresh sharp minds and hands are the best bring in a company. Which brings innovative and creative
plans and developments. Growth in people means indulging in renovations of their surroundings and our
company industrial renovations and innovations.
 Education is the key of all brings and which education skilled and filled works of this company nothing is
impossible.

Becoming a fast growing company filled diversity and expansion. Being the company that competes on services
excellence though a dedicated professional and friendly staff, achieve quality and quantity consistency in its
services. Being a devoted business for more and more years to come.

REFERENCE
 MAWELA HOLDINGS AND PROJECTS
 TELL: 081 710 3895 ( STATIONARY)
 BEULAH KEAMO HOLDINGS
 TELL: 076 155 5520 ( CLEANING MATERIAL)

